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Seatgeek vs stubhub

I'm sure most savvy savers are aware of StubHub, the most popular online source of ticket resale for sporting and recreational events. I've used it several times and I love the fact that I can save a few bucks from the price list of a ticket if someone can't make the game and don't want to have to scalp them. The process is
simple, well developed, and easy to make a safe purchase. However, the beef one was with StubHub had an extra processing fee when going out. I'm not saying other companies or even the sports teams themselves don't do it, they're all on another $10 - $15 or so for a service fee that no one can really explain.
Welcome to SeatGeek, the newest ticket seller who does not advertise the base price and then hit you with a large fee when you check out. I would love to be able to just pull out the price list and don't have to guess the total price. SeatGeek is a little different from StubHub in how to supply tickets too, using other
suppliers like Uberseat, TicketCity, and FanXchange. These suppliers are other online ticket re-sellers and some may not be as reputable as others. This means that your individual experience with SeatGeek may be just as good as the actual supplier you get tickets from. The good news is that you are able to see which
company is supplying seats before you buy. Here is what seatGeek's main map of choosing a graphical seat looks like. All rates include fees and shipping. You can see the re-seller supplying seats and the value scale shows you the best deals you can have. Choosing my first SeatGeek purchase experience was good. I
bought two tickets to a baseball game, trying to get them just under the cover of rain should happen (I've happened in the last two games I've attended). Browsing for right seats was easier online than on my phone as there were many seats in a small space on the phone screen graphically although the menu view was
OK. I ended up buying online because visual search was easier to see. However, if there are not a lot of open seats in one area, having a graphical offer for available seats is an additional bonus for SeatGeek on the Stubhub application. The search consists of entering the team name and event date you want, and then
you'll see a wide range of seats displayed. You can filter this by entering the number of seats you buy, setting a target price, or by clicking on the seat section and sorting those results. The selection process is very similar to Stubhub and SeatGeek, both online and through their apps. One nice feature common to
resellers is the value of the meter. This helps you determine the best deals. StubHub has bars like signal power on the cell phone to indicate the grandeur of the deal and ShuaGeek shows all the seats with a colorful circle, a larger and greener circle, and The deal. Additional filters for StubHub include type of delivery
and seat features. StubHub and SeatGeek will email you when prices drop if you want. Below is the stubHub seat map. Very similar to SeatGeek, but they don't have a quick way to see the value of seats before choosing a section unless you select the best value tab in the filter section on the right. Reviews if you are
looking online for user comments you could get afraid of buying from a resale like StubHub or SeatGeek. You'll see many negative comments about buying tickets for events from the wrong date or even events that have already occurred. Many buyers complain of tickets not being able to be scanned at the gates of the
barcode on their phones. Others have problems with lost information such as seats that have a limited offer that is not mentioned like this before purchasing. I took a look and the complaints about both companies seemed almost equal, but I didn't notice more buyers with grievances on fake tickets through SeatGeek.
There are some drawbacks for sellers as well. Some sellers report a significant difference in repayment than when dealing with StubHub. SeatGeek will not pay vendors until after the event. StubHub pays the seller shortly after selling your tickets. It may be that SeatGeek wants to reduce fraudulent sales. If the seller
knows they won't get their salaries if the buyer reports fake tickets, they probably won't try to sell them in the first place. For legitimate sellers, this delay in getting payment may not be important, but the speed of payment is worth noting. When it comes to getting a deal, the price will be important. SeatGeek is routinely
cheaper than Stubhub when shopping around for sports or entertainment tickets. There are two reasons for this, the first is the surcharge that most ticket sellers will eventually try to do. They figure if you got this limit you may be willing to put up with high service and delivery (most downloads) fees. The second reason is
that SeatGeek announces the return of other vendors on their site, so there is more competition to choose from. We're not talking about a dollar or two of teams either. Take a look at the recent shopping experience below. This is largely in line with other searches that you have done. SeatGeek will save you money. We
included FanXchange in the comparison because this is the seller that was used via seatGeek for the tickets we chose. The conclusion is that while there are some additional risks associated with SeatGeek due to many vendors, the cost difference and no hidden fee approach make it an easy option for Stubhub in our
view. However, comprehensive reviews of resale tickets in general are not good, so make sure you are smart with buying to avoid some obvious mistakes. Check the date and time of the event. If the use of Stubbup, The box excludes obstructed views under the seat features filter and then make a screen print to prove if
you have any doubts about the quality of the seat. Simple steps can help mitigate some of the risk of buying from the resale market, but the reward of cheap seats awaits you. This post contains affiliate links, which means that if you click on one of the product links, we will receive a small compensation. Give SeatGeek a
try and see for yourself to put it clearly, SeatGeek is a search engine used to find tickets for live events. These live events range from concerts to comedy, sports to theatre, and everything in between. Built in 2009 by Jack Groetzinger and Russell D'Souza, it was the first product of its kind created to help relieve pain in
an attempt to buy high school tickets, otherwise sold online. Like other search engines, SeatGeek search for tickets around the internet, compiling results in easy desktop and mobile platforms. Its easy-to-use design and time-saving qualities are why it's called the smart way to buy tickets. Where does Jake get their
tickets? The tickets you see on SeatGeek are either from the secondary market (resold tickets) or from the major markets that have allocated inventory to SeatGeek. SeatGeek is also the main ticket holder for all MLS, many NBA and NFL teams. With regard to the secondary market mentioned above, many people (i.e.
ticket brokers) make business buying tickets as soon as they become available in the primary market and then search for profit by reselling them on the secondary market (without the intention to attend the event themselves). At other times, tickets are listed by an ordinary person who has not been able to attend an event
and try to sell their tickets instead of allowing them to go in vain. Can I trust vendors on SeatGeek? Yes! Check out the SeatGeek buyer's warranty for more information about their market policies. All other markets listed in SeatGeek offer 100% (or better) guarantees on tickets. (For example, if they fail to execute a
request in time for an event, or if an event is canceled.) But what if my tickets are fake? Your tickets should never be fraudulent. (To learn more about this, see an article dedicated to the entire invalid ticket theme.) Each vendor has a money back guarantee that will force the wrong ticket broker to compensate you for up
to 120% of the ticket cost in cases where it is counterfeit or has already been used. Because of this, fraudulent ticket cases are extremely rare, as brokers have no incentive to try to rip people apart. However, if you receive a fraudulent ticket, you must contact the seller you purchased from immediately, and it will be easy
to recover the amount. If this seller is SeatGeek, get in touch with them in hi@seatgeek.com. Bait and switch There's no way. Have you ever received tickets from us and the seats are not the same as they appeared online? Here's why: SeatGeek maps for 1,000 tickets from hundreds of vendors from all over the web,
and in order to do so efficiently, they use a process called normalization. Normalization is when data is systematically scraped from ticket locations and automatically drawn on the SeatGeek map, and later appears on the event list feed. Because of the huge volume of ticket lists, mistakes must be made. If there is a
situation where the ticket you receive does not match the ticket displayed on the SeatGeek map, the company will work with you to resolve the issue. SeatGeek At-A-Glance* was founded in 2009 by Jack Groetzinger and Russell D'Souza. * SeatGeek is a ticket ing complex and market. This means they offer tickets from
all over the internet and also sell their own tickets. * SeatGeek lists basic ticket inventory from Telecharge, Eventbrite and more. They are the main ticket holders of MLS. *All tickets shown on SeatGeek have a full guarantee of refund. *For a list of vendor contact numbers, click here. * To send SeatGeek to email with no
questions, click here. *For our full SeatGeek FAQ, click here. Would you like to buy tickets to see your favorite music artist or perhaps a world-renowned sports team? There are a lot of options out there, but who is willing to wait for hours in the lines? Everything is done online these days. Buyers get tickets to their
favorite events without having to leave their bedrooms for a more comfortable experience. Your options are very diverse when it comes to companies that deal with your ticket. Some of them can stand out in the crowd due to their reputation among buyers, ticket prices, fees and a great customer experience – SeatGeek
vs StubHub. Known as two market leaders, there must be something good about them. But what is it? This quick review will give you all the information you need to make a good decision as a buyer. Seatgeek VS StubHub - Ticket selection ticket selection is the most important consideration when comparing SeatGeek
vs StubHub. SeatGeek specializes in sporting events and aims to dominate the market. You can find tickets for each sport, major league or even minor league. You may as well follow your favorite clubs or sports people and get quick notices of events and ticket prices. SeatGeek also deals with musical events, plays and
performances. You will find tickets for the best performances, plays and even wrestling events. Apart from the following artists and places, potential buyers can also follow the cities. StubHub follows the same trend when it comes to ticket searches and events. As a buyer, you can browse the company's website for sports
shows, music and theatre. There are a lot of options popping up as you're looking for In particular. Additionally, StubHub also allows artists to follow and places for a more complete experience. Seatgeek VS StubHub - A website experience that doesn't want to spend half an hour buying or selling tickets, right? When
comparing SeatGeek vs StubHub, you want to know which one offers a more intuitive feeling. SeatGeek has a very simple home page interface. While you can find a few artists and ideas on the home page, you will most likely have to look for everything you are interested in. The menu at the top will give you access to



all kinds of events and additional features. StubHub has a more diverse homepage, with a lot of recommendations based on your location and not just. If you're not sure what you want, you can browse the first page for lots of suggestions online. The company allows you to change the location (add another location), but
you can also take advantage of the top menu in ticket searches. Seatgeek VS StubHub - the app experience for both SeatGeek and StubHub has its own apps - available on both the Apple Store and the Play Store. There are not many differences between actual sites and applications - the same fees, features, ticket
selection and online experience. If you are a regular buyer, the app will prove to be more convenient - a few clicks and you have your tickets. Besides, both SeatGeek and SubHub send notifications through their apps - often a more convenient option than getting unwanted emails. Seatgeek VS StubHub - SeatGeek
Delivery and Return is a little more limited than StubHub when it comes to ticket formats and delivery. Fees are also affected by the choice of delivery. For example, SeatGeek can send tickets via email or app. You can print them yourself if you want to, however many places accept digital tickets - be sure to check in
advance. On the other hand, StubHub allows you to choose - digital tickets for paper tickets. Getting it over the app is probably the most convenient way. If you want them by email, you will be hit with an additional StubHub fee. The fee will also apply if you want StubHub to send you actual tickets. It is much easier to go
through the checkout process, get everything in the app and print tickets yourself. Seatgeek VS StubHub - When compared to SeatGeek vs StubHub, you should know that both portals are easy to use and intuitive. The same procedure applies to both of them. Find the ticket you want, go through a list of available tickets,
choose the ticket you want, then go to the payment page, where you will also see all the fees. You should follow the same procedure if you are using the app. Even if this is the first time you've bought a ticket online, there are plenty of portals that offer a first-hand experience - these are not excluded. Seatgeek VS
StubHub - SeatGeek Customer Service has easily accessible customer service. Feel Use the live chat feature available on each page - easy for instant responses. You can also find a phone number or just drop the email. Getting help via online chat is by far the best option. StubHub has good customer service and know-
how, but it is not easy to get there. You'll need an account. If you want to ask questions regarding an account or something else, it's not really possible. Besides, there is no live chat. Both SeatGeek vs StubHub have online help sections – FAQ, problems and the most common solutions, whether you need help with a
ticket, fees or checkout process. When it comes to phone calls, the waiting time is longer for StubHub - about 10 minutes on average, but it depends on the time you call it. Seatgeek VS StubHub - Safety and security StubHub is probably the biggest player in the secondary market, which means it does not deal directly
with places and artists. With more than 10 million tickets available, it clearly has a mass of potential buyers, so it aims to keep security standards to the highest levels. For the same reason, you can add more types of payment solutions, so everyone can buy the tickets they need. SeatGeek, on the other hand, browses
through dozens of ticket ing sites in order to provide the results you seek. It has the same high security protocols, so transactions are secure. If you are sent to a third-party website, make sure it is a reputable site. SeatGeek is not responsible for security standards associated with other sites. Seatgeek VS StubHub -
Standard fees and fees, but not flat for StubHub. As a buyer, you will pay an additional 10% for all processing and organizing. It's a service fee. As sellers, you can sell tickets for free. Once sold, you will need to pay 15% – processing fee. SeatGeek has a different approach. Buyer's fees vary on event, artist, place or
seat. Fees can be very high, but they may also get under market value. It is included in the price, so you have an easier approach - deciding the actual ticket price is much easier. As a seller, you will pay 20% on SeatGeek. Seatgeek VS StubHub - SeatGeek features and plugins has an advantage for those who are not
very familiar with places and seats. Deal Score analyzes everything from place to seat to determine the result. The higher the ticket score, the better the deal. On the other hand, StubHub lets you buy tickets until the last minute - minutes before the performance begins. Fanprotect warranty is another good extra, as it
guarantees you to get tickets before the actual event. Seatgeek VS StubHub - Judging as a short final summary, comparing SeatGeek vs. StubHub won't really bring a lot of differences. Both platforms operate in exactly the same industry, but they have different run One of them is a broker, while the other works like a
search engine. Ticket prices vary from gate to gate as well. Given their fees, features and ticket prices, it is up to you to make a final choice. However, it is worth checking both options before purchasing tickets. Start shopping now
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